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Abstract— This paper describes experiments using reinforcement learning techniques to compute pattern urgencies used
during simulations performed in a Monte-Carlo Go architecture. Currently, Monte-Carlo is a popular technique for
computer Go. In a previous study, Monte-Carlo was associated
with domain-dependent knowledge in the Go-playing program
Indigo. In 2003, a 3x3 pattern database was built manually.
This paper explores the possibility of using reinforcement
learning to automatically tune the 3x3 pattern urgencies. On
9x9 boards, within the Monte-Carlo architecture of Indigo, the
result obtained by our automatic learning experiments is better
than the manual method by a 3-point margin on average, which
is satisfactory. Although the current results are promising on
19x19 boards, obtaining strictly positive results with such a
large size remains to be done.

Keywords: Computer Go, Monte-Carlo, Reinforcement
Learning
I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper presents a study using Reinforcement Learning
(RL) to automatically compute urgencies of moves played
within random games in a Monte-Carlo (MC) Go framework.
This study has three important features. First, although based
on the RL theory [1], [2], [3], [4], it is mainly empirical: it is
made up of three experiments, each of them being performed
in the light brought by the previous one. Second, the last
experiment presented here still broadened our understanding
of the problem. Consequently, this work is not completed:
the results achieved are promising but still below our initial
ambitions. Third, this work is based on a particular architecture: the MC Go architecture of our Go playing program
Indigo [5]: the performed experiments aim at improving the
playing level of this program. Nevertheless, based on these
three features, the goal of this paper is to show how RL
contributes to the improvement of a MC Go playing program.
To this end, setting up the background of this work is
necessary: section II briefly presents the state of the art of
computer Go, and the point reached by Indigo project, then
section III presents the MC Go architecture which can be
either pure or extended with domain-dependent knowledge.
Then, section IV presents the core of this study: the automatic computing of this domain-dependent knowledge. It
underlines the experimental vocabulary used by section V
that describes the experiments. Finally, section VI sums up
the results and describes the future work.
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II. BACKGROUND
A. Computer games
Computer games have witnessed the enhancements done
in AI for the past decade [6], and future improvements are
bound to go on in the next decade [7]. For instance, in 1994,
Chinook beat Marion Tinsley, the Checkers world champion
[8], and Logistello beat the Othello world champion. In
1997, Deep Blue [9] beat Garry Kasparov, the Chess world
champion. In 2006, solving Checkers is nearly achieved [10].
In Othello, Logistello’s playing level is clearly supra-human
[11]. In Chess, the best programs rank on a par with the best
human players. Moreover, the combinatorial complexity of a
game can be estimated with the game tree size that, in turn,
can be estimated by B L , where B is the average branching
factor of the game, and L is the average game length. Table I
provides the values of B L for these games, and for Go.
Game
BL

Checkers
1032

Othello
1058

Chess
10123

Go
10360

TABLE I
B L E STIMATION .

By observing that the best Go programs are ranked
medium on the human scale, at least far below the level
of the best human players, a correlation between the size
of the game tree and the playing level of the best programs
on the human scale can be noticed. The game tree search
paradigm accounts for this correlation. A classical game-treebased playing program uses a tree-search and an evaluation
function. On current computers, this approach works well
for Checkers, Othello, and Chess. In these games, the search
is sufficiently deep, and the evaluation function easily computed to yield a good result. On the contrary, the Go tree is
too huge to yield a good result. Furthermore, the evaluation
function on non-terminal positions is not well-known, and
position evaluations are often very slow to compute on
nowadays’ computers.
B. Computer Go
Since 1990, an important effort has been made in computer
Go. The main obstacle remains to find out a good evaluation
function [12]. Given the distributed nature of this game,

it was natural to study the breakdown of a position into
sub-parts, and to perform local tree searches using intensive
pattern-matching and knowledge bases [13], [14]. The best
programs are sold on the market: Many Faces of Go [15],
Goemate, Handtalk, Go++ [16], Haruka, KCC Igo. Consequently, the sources of these programs are not available.
In 2002, GNU Go [17], an open source program, became
almost as strong as these programs. Since then, this program
has been used as an example to launch new computer Go
projects. Various academic programs exists : Go Intellect,
Indigo, NeuroGo [18], Explorer [19], GoLois [20], Magog.
Some aspects of these programs are described in scientific
papers: [21] for Go Intellect, [22] for NeuroGo, [23] for
Explorer, [24] for Golois, and [25] for Magog.
C. Indigo project
The Indigo project was launched in 1991 as a PhD
research. Indigo is a Go playing program which has regularly
attended international competitions since 1998. Its main
results are listed below.
• 9th KGS, 19x19, Dec 2005 (Formal: 3rd/7, Open: 1st/9)
• 8th KGS, 9x9, Formal, Nov 2005 (4th/11)
• 7th KGS, 19x19, Open, Oct 2005 (2th/7)
• 2005 WCGC, Tainan, Taiwan, Sept 2005 (6th/7)
• 10th CO, Taipei, Sept 2005 (19x19: 4th/7, 9x9: 3rd/9)
• 9th CO, Ramat-Gan, Jul 2004 (19x19: 3rd/5, 9x9: 4th/9)
• 8th CO, Graz, Nov 2003 (19x19: 5th/11, 9x9: 4th/10)
• Comp. Go Festival, Guyang, China, Oct 2002 (6th/10)
• 21st Century Cup, 2002, Edmonton, Canada (10th/14)
• Mind Sport Olymp. 2000, London, England (5th/6)
• Ing Cup 1999 Shanghai, China (13th/16)
• Ing Cup 1998 London, England (10th/17)
Participating in these events has allowed Indigo to be assessed against various opponents, which brings about keeping
good and efficient methods, and eliminating bad or inefficient
ones. Until 2002, Indigo was a classical Go program: it
used the breakdown approach, and local tree searches with a
large knowledge base. The results improved in 2003, which
corresponds to the integration of MC techniques into Indigo.
The historical vision of the Indigo development shows the
relevance of the MC approach in computer Go. However, the
effect of the knowledge approach must not be overlooked.
Without knowledge, Indigo would be less strong than it is.
III. M ONTE -C ARLO G O
This section presents the MC technique [26] for computer
games, then MC Go as such, without specific knowledge,
lastly MC Go associated with specific knowledge.
A. Monte-Carlo games
Monte-Carlo is appropriate for games containing randomness, for example for Backgammon in which the players
throw dice. In Backgammon, although the best program used
tree search instead simulations during its games, simulations
are used after the games or at learning time [27] to find out
new policies. MC is also adapted to games including hidden
information such as Poker or Scrabble. Poki, one of the best

Poker programs [28], and Maven, the best Scrabble program
[29], perform simulations during their games in order to represent hidden information. For complete information games,
simulations can be appropriate as well. Abramson proposed
a Monte-Carlo model for such games [30]. To obtain the
evaluation of a given position, the basic idea consists in
launching a given number N of random games starting on
this position, scoring the terminal positions, and averaging
all the scores. To choose a move on a given position, the
corresponding idea is the greedy algorithm at depth one. For
each move on the given position, launch a given number N of
random games starting on this position, score the terminal positions, and average all the scores, and finally play the move
with the best mean. The obvious upside of MC is its low
complexity when B and L are high: O(B L ) for tree search,
and O(N BL) for Monte-Carlo. For complete information
games, when the tree is too large for a successful tree search,
simulations allow the program to sample tree sequences
that reach terminal positions meaningful for evaluating the
given position. By averaging the scores, evaluations on nonterminal positions are robust, which is hard to obtain with
classical evalution functions based on knowledge extracted
from human expertise.
B. Basic Monte-Carlo Go
In the early 1990’s, the general MC model by Abramson
was used on games with low complexity such as 6x6 Othello.
However, in 1993, Bernd Brügmann succeeded in developping the first 9x9 MC Go program, Gobble [31]. More
precisely, Gobble was based on simulated annealing [32].
In addition, to make the program work on the computers
available at that time, Brügmann used a heuristic later
called the all-moves-as-first heuristic [33]. Theoretically, this
heuristic enables the process to divide the response time by
the size of the board. In practice on 9x9, it enables the
program to divide the response time by a few dozens, which
is a huge speed-up, and worth considering. After a random
game with a score, instead of updating the mean of the first
move of the random game, the all-moves-as-first heuristic
updates with the score the means of all moves played first
on their intersections with the same color as the first move.
Symmetrically, the all-moves-as-first heuristic updates with
the opposite score the means of all moves played first on their
intersections with a different color from the first move. All in
all, this heuristic updates the mean of almost all the moves as
if they were played first in the random game. Unfortunately,
this heuristic is not completely correct because it may update
with the same score two moves that have different effects
depending on when they are played: before or after a capture
(capture being the basic concept in Go). However, this Gospecific heuristic had to be mentioned.
Since 2002, the MC approach has gained popularity in
the computer Go community, which can be explained bythe
speed of current computers. The standard deviation of random games played on 9x9 boards is roughly 35. If we look
for a one-point precision evaluation, 1,000 games give 68%
of statistical confidence, and 4,000 games 95%. Given that

10,000 9x9 random games are possible to complete on a
2 GHz computer, then from 2 up to 5 MC evaluations per
second with a sufficient statistical confidence are possible,
and the method actually works in a reasonable time.
Several strategies exist to speed up the MC process. One
of them is progressive pruning [28], [33]. For each move, the
process updates not only the mean of a move but also the
confidence interval around the mean. As soon as the superior
value of the confidence interval of a move is situated below
the inferior value of the confidence interval of the current
best move, the move is pruned. This reduces the response
time significantly. However, this technique is not optimal.
Figure 1 shows how progressive pruning works while time
is running. Another simple strategy to select the first move
of a game consists in choosing the move that has the highest
confidence interval superior value [34]. This move is the most
promising. By updating its mean and its confidence interval,
the confidence interval superior value is generally lowered.
This move can either be confirmed as the best move or
replaced by another promising move. Hence, the best moves
are often updated, and moves are not updated as soon as they
are estimated as not promising. Moreover, the bad moves are
never definitely eliminated from the process.
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Fig. 1. Progressive pruning: the root is expanded (1). Random games start
on children (2). After several random games, some moves are pruned (3).
After other random games, one move is left, and the process stops (4).

In 2002, our experiments carried out with Bernard Helmstetter, a doctoral student under Tristan Cazenave’s supervision at Paris 8 University, showed that, on 9x9 boards, pure
MC programs ranked on a par with heavily knowledge based
programs such as Indigo2002 [35]. Given the architectural
difference between these programs, that result was amazing.
In fact, MC programs share many good properties. The
first good property is the increasing playing level in the
time used. The more random games, the better the precision
on the means. Nowadays, MC method starts to work for
a quantitative reason mentioned above. In the near future,
with ten times faster computers, the playing strength of
MC programs will increase significantly. For knowledge
based programs, the knowledge either exists or not whatever
the time calculations. For tree search based programs, the
timescale is of importance. Considering the ratio by which
the speed of computers is multiplied, a ratio of ten only
enables tree search programs to look ahead one ply further,
which will not improve their playing level significantly in
the next few years.
The second good property of MC approach is its robust-

ness of evaluation. Whatever the position, the MC evaluation,
far from being totally correct, provides a “good” value.
This property is not shared with human-expertise-extractedknowledge-based programs that can give wrong results on
positions where knowledge is erroneous or missing. Furthermore, the variation between the MC evaluation of a
position and the MC evaluation of one of the child positions
is smooth, which is different in human-expertize-extractedknowledge-based evaluations.
The third good property of MC Go is its global view. The
MC approach does not break down the whole position into
sub-positions, which is a risky approach used in classical Go
programs. When breaking down a position into sub-positions,
the risk is to destroy the problem, and perform local tree
searches on irrelevant sub-problems. In such an approach,
even if the local tree searches are perfect, the global result
is bad as soon as the decomposition is badly performed. MC
avoids such risk because it does not break down the position
into parts. The move selected by MC is globally good in
most cases. Unfortunately, MC programs are tactically bad
because they generally perform global tree search at a very
shallow depth, even on small boards [36].
Lastly, a MC Go program is easy to develop. This feature
may appear unsignificant but it actually brought about the
birth of numerous MC programs over the last three years:
Vegos [37], DumbGo [38], Crazy Stone [39], Go81 [40],
and other programs.
C. Monte-Carlo Go with specific knowledge
In 2003, with both a pure MC program and a knowledgebased program, the association between MC and knowledge
provided a tempting perspective. We associated Go knowledge with MC in two different ways: the easy one, and the
hard one. The easy one consisted in pre-selecting moves
with knowledge, and the hard one consisted in inserting
little knowledge into the random games [41]. Indigo2002
was the perfect candidate to become the pre-selector: instead
of generating the best move, it was specified to generate the
Nselect best moves, that in turn were input of the MC module
as shown in Figure 2.

legal
moves

Pre-selection
module

Nselect
moves

MC
module

chosen
move

Fig. 2. The two modules of Indigo2003: the pre-selection module selects
Nselect moves by the mean of lot of knowledge, and local tree searches,
additionnally yielding a conceptual evaluation of the position. Then, among
the Nselect moves, the MC module selects the move to play by the mean
of random simulations.

This simple addition shortened the response time and
enabled a MC program to play on 19x19. Moreover, the
move pre-selector performing local tree searches could prune
tactically bad moves.
The second way to associate specific knowledge and MC
is, by far, much more interesting because it introduces the
RL experiments described in this paper. Instead of using

the uniform probability, it consists in using a non-uniform
probability for (pseudo-)random game move generation. This
approach results from the use of domain-dependent knowledge. At this point, a few words have to be defined. While
the term pseudo-random refers to numbers actually generated
by computers, and while the term random refers to the
mathematical property of random variables, we use these
two terms, pseudo-random and random, in a slightly different
meaning: we call random the moves, or the numbers, generated by the rand() function of the computer (intended to
be generated with a probability as uniform as possible), and
we call pseudo-random, the moves generated by our domaindependent approach which uses a non-uniform probability.
The MC idea lies in performing a huge number of times
a simple random episode to deduce a complex behaviour. In
pure MC, the episode was a move sequence respecting the
rules of the game, and the complex behaviour, to some extent,
was a program playing on a par with Indigo2002. What is the
complex behaviour brought about by the episode composed
by a sequence of moves respecting the rules and following
some basic Go principles such as string capture-escape and
cut-connect ?
Concerning the string capture-escape concept, the urgency
of the move filling the last liberty of the one-liberty string is
linear in the string size. Concerning the cut-connect concept,
a pattern representation is adapted. In practice, the question
is to determine the adequate pattern size: large enough to
contain most concept instances, and small enough not to
slow down the random games. The cut-connect concept is not
well described by 2x2 patterns nor by the cross patterns (one
intersection plus its four neighbours), but it is described quite
well by 3x3 patterns (one intersection plus its 8 neighbours).
Larger patterns would give better results, but, concerning the
cut-connect concept, the most urgent patterns are the smallest
ones. Therefore, 3x3 is the proper size to enclose the cutconnect concept. A 3x3 pattern has an empty intersection in
its center, and the 8 neighbouring intersections are arbitrary.
The urgency of a pattern corresponds to the urgency of
playing in its center when this pattern matches the position.
To decide stochastically which move to play during a
random game, each matched pattern and each one-liberty
string bring their urgency to a given intersection. For each
intersection, the urgency to play on it amounts to the sum
of the urgencies brought by patterns and strings. Then, the
probability of playing on a given intersection is linear in its
urgency. From now on, the episodes look like Go games, and
they keep their exploratory property. With a probability based
on domain-dependent knowledge, the means obtained are
more significant than the means using uniform probability.
We are now able to provide the features of a Pseudo-Random
(PR) player :
•
•
•
•
•

3x3 pattern urgency table
38 3x3 pattern (center is empty)
25 dispositions to the edge
#patterns = 250,000
one-liberty urgency

In the following, we call Zero the PR player that uses
a uniform probability. Zero has its urgencies set to zero. It
corresponds to the pure MC Go approach. We call M anual
the PR program based on domain-dependent concepts that
was built in 2003 by a translation of a small 3x3 pattern
database manually filled by a Go expert. We call M C(p) the
MC program that uses the architecture of Figure 2, and that
uses the PR program p in order to carry out its simulations.
In 2003, we made the match between M C(M anual) and
M C(Zero) on 9x9, 13x13 and 19x19 boards [41]. Table II
gives the results.
board size
mean
% wins

9x9
+8
68%

13x13
+40
93%

19x19
+100
97%

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF M C(M anual)

VS

M C(Zero) FOR THE

USUAL BOARD

SIZES .

The results clearly show that using a domain-dependent
probability is superior to using a uniform probability. The
larger the board, the clearer the result. On 19x19 boards,
the difference equals 100 points on average, which is huge
by Go standards. At this stage, it is normal to look for
automatic methods and see whether they can do better than
M C(M anual). This leads us to the core elements of this
paper: how to use RL in an MC Go architecture.
IV. R EINFORCEMENT

LEARNING AND
GO

M ONTE -C ARLO

The general goal is to automatically build a PR player p for
M C(p) as strong as possible. In this paper we explore the use
of RL deeply influenced by Richard Sutton’s work. Sutton is
the author of Temporal Difference (TD) method [3], and with
Barto co-author of a book describing the state of the art [1]
(also described by [2]). RL is also known for the success of
Q-learning [42]. RL often uses the Markov Decision Process
(MDP) formalism: an agent evolves in a non-deterministic
environment. He performs actions according to his own
policy. His actions make him change from state to state, and
result in returns. The aim of the agent is to maximize his
cumulated return in the long term. To this purpose, every
state has a value determined by the state value function V ,
and each action associated to a state has an action value
determined by the action value function Q. The learning
agent either updates action values and state values according
to his policy, or greedily improves his policy depending on
action values and/or state values. RL inherits from Dynamic
Programming (DP) [43] the updating rule for state values
and action values. But RL is different from DP because
sweeping of the state space is replaced by the experience of
the agent. In our work, if RL did not provide better results
than M C(M anual), we would plan to use Evolutionary
Computation (EC) principles [44] in a following stage.
Before the RL experiments, the PR player is M anual.
It uses 3x3 patterns manually built by an expert and by

means of an automatic translation from a database to a
table. The expert was not be able to build a larger database
easily containing larger patterns and adequate urgencies. If
we wish to enlarge this knowledge, we must use an automatic
method. The playing level of M C(M anual) is quite good,
and it is not easy to find p such as M C(p) be better than
M C(M anual). But if we succeed with 3x3 patterns, we will
be certain that the automatic method produces better results
that the manual method on larger patterns, even if the expert
manually tunes the large database.
Subsequently, we can say that p1 is better than p2 at
the low level, or random level, when p1 beats p2 by a
positive score on average after a sufficient number of games.
We can say that p1 is better than p2 at the high level, or
MC level, when M C(p1 ) beat M C(p2 ) by a positive score
on average after a sufficient number of games. We aim at
seeing the PR players improving at the MC level, and not
necessarily at the low level. Improving a PR player at the
low level can be a red herring. For instance, a PR player
p that is quite good (because he beats Zero at the low
level by a given score) can be improved at the low level
only by making him less exploratory. This determinisation
results in a better score for the PR player p against Zero
but, his exploratory capacity being low, M C(p) may be
weak, and even be beaten by M C(Zero). When considering
the balance between exploration and exploitation [1], we
may draw Figure 3 showing the programs on a randomness
dimension. On the left, there are deterministic and greedy
programs, then, on their right, -greedy programs that play
randomly in an  proportion, and that play deterministically
in a 1− proportion. On the right of Figure 3, there is Zero,
the random program based on the uniform probability, and on
its left the PR programs used in our MC architecture. Those
programs are constrained to keep their exploratory capacity
and to stay on the right of the figure.
Deterministic
Greedy

-greedy

Exploitation
low
temperatures

Pseudorandom
RLPR
Manual

Random
Zero

Exploration
high
temperatures

Fig. 3. The randomness dimension: the completely deterministic programs
are situated on the left. Zero is situated on the right. On the left of Zero,
there are the P R programs and M anual. On the right of deterministic
programs, there are -greedy programs [1]. The temperature indicates a
randomisation degree: 0 for deterministic programs, and infinite for Zero,
the uniform probability player.

In the following, we call RLP R, a P R player whose table
is built with RL techniques. We may perform experiments at
the low level, or at the MC level. The upside of the low
level is the high speed of games. Its downside is to favour
exploitation against exploration. Despite of its slowness, MC
level remains in keeping with our aim..

V. E XPERIMENTS
This section describes two experiments: one experiment
(experiment 1a) performed at the low level, with one program. This experiment uncovers the obstacle of determinisation during learning. Experiment 1b attempts to solve this
obstacle by replacing the sole program by a population of
programs. Experiment 2 is performed at the MC level with
one single player, and explicitly manages the obstacle of
determinisation.
A. Experiment 1: low level, one program or a population of
programs
This subsection describes an experiment made at the low
level, with one program in self-play or with a population
of programs. The result of a game is either its outcome
(+1 for a win and −1 for loss) or a score. This subsection
assumes that the result used is the outcome. A pattern has an
associated action: playing the advised move when the pattern
is matching. A pattern has an action value Q that is the mean
of the games’ results when the pattern has been matched and
played. Q belongs to ] − 1, +1[. In our experiment, a pattern
has an urgency
 U linked to Q by:

k

1+Q
U = 1−Q
During a pseudo-random game, the probability of playing
a move advised by a pattern is linear in U . k is a parameter
corresponding to the determinisation degree of the program.
When k = 0, then U = 1 for every patterns, and the
probability of playing a move is uniform. When k is high,
the highest urgency dominates all the other urgencies and the
program is almost deterministic. The nth update of Q for a
pattern is given by:
Qn = Qn−1 + α(R − Qn−1 )
R is the result of the random game, and α = 1/(1 + n).
Thus, Qn converges to the mean value of the results of the
random games.
More precisely, two tables are used: one for playing, one
for learning. This is an off-line learning. After a block of
games, the values of the learnt table Qlearn update the values
of the table used for playing Qplay by:
Qplay = Qplay + λb Qlearn
λ is a parameter set in ]0, 1[. Its actual value is set by the
experiments. b is the number of the block. In the updating
formula, the addition is used to keep track of good patterns.
During the first block of games, all Qplay values equal
zero, and the games follow a uniform probability. At the
end of the first block of games, a good pattern has a high
Qlearn value because it generates good moves among a set
of games played badly. This value corresponds to the mean
value of results of games given that the policy follows the
uniform probability. Qlearn is copied into Qplay to be used
for playing in the next block of games. A good pattern
quickly increases its Qplay value. At the end of a block of
games, Qlearn corresponds to the mean value of results of
games given that the policy uses the Qplay table. Because λ
is strictly inferior to 1, Qplay converges to a limit when b
increases.

1) Experiment 1a: one unique learning program: This
first experiment contains results on 9x9 boards only :
•
•
•

RLP R >> Zero
RLP R < M anual
M C(RLP R) << M C(M anual)

RLP R >> Zero shows a learning at the low level.
This is the minimal result expected. However, RLP R <
M anual shows that learning is not completely satisfactory.
M C(RLP R) << M C(M anual) lets us think that RLP R
is too deterministic. As soon as the learner has learnt Q
values for relevant patterns, instead of learning new Q
values for new patterns, the learner prefers to increase the
existing Q values. This results in a player becoming too
deterministic to be used as a basis of the MC player. We call
this phenomenon determinisation. Experiment 2 will show a
different update rule that avoids determinisation in self-play.
However, experiment 1b will use the same update rule as
experiment 1a but it will prevent determinisation by using a
population of learners.
We may comment upon the off-line learning used in this
experiment. λ is strictly inferior to 1 to garantee convergence
of Qplay . However, in practice, we set λ = 1 because we
observed that, for good patterns, Qlearn converges to 0.
Furthermore, we observed that, even though λ = 1, Qplay
practically stays in ] − 1, +1[. We do not have theoretical
proof of this phenomenon, but we may provide an intuitive
explanation: when b is sufficiently high, at the end of a block
of games, Qlearn corresponds to the mean value of results
of games given that the policy is good as well. Thus, when
a good pattern is chosen during a game using a good policy,
this is not a surprise, and the mean value of results of games
given that this good pattern is chosen, roughly equals zero.
Finally, with this comment, we observe that what happens in
the first block of random games is crucial to the actual final
value of Qplay . Launching several executions of the process
leads to players that roughly share the same playing level
but may have quite different tables. Using a population of
learners intends to lower the importance of the first block of
games.
2) Experiment 1b: a population of learning programs: To
avoid determinisation of a program, and inspired by the rule:
“when RL does not work, try EC principles”, we performed
an experiment similar to experiment 1a by replacing one
RLP R program by a population of RLP R programs. The
size of the population is N = 64. The underlying idea
is that each individual program learns in its own manner
(increases Q values of specific patterns only). If a program
learns by determinisation, he cannot survive the next generation against other programs having learnt differently. A
generation includes three phases: reinforcement learning, test
and selection. During the reinforcement learning phase, the
RLP R programs play against each other while learning with
the update rule of experiment 1a. Then, for each learner, the
learnt table is added into the playing table. During the test
phase, the RLP R programs play against fixed opponents
(Zero and M anual) without learning. This phase yields a

ranking. The selection phase follows the code below:
Delete the N/2 worst RLPR players
For (D=N/4; D>0; D=D/2)
copy the best D RLPR players
Add Zero player
(The best RLP R program of the generation is copied
five times). This experiment does not use other classical
EC concepts: mutation or cross-over. We obtained results on
19x19:
• Starting population = Zero
– RLP R = Zero + 180
– RLP R = M anual − 50
– M C(RLP R) << M C(M anual)
• Starting population = M anual
– RLP R = Zero + 180
– RLP R = M anual + 50
– M C(RLP R) = M C(M anual) − 20
With a population of programs, learning is possible on
19x19, which was not possible with one unique program.
In the whole set of programs, some of them learn without determinisation, which is right. The convergence depends on the starting program. When starting with Zero,
the population goes toward a local maximum (RLP R =
M anual − 50) inferior to the maximum reached when
starting from M anual (RLP R = M anual + 50). Besides,
M C(RLP R) = M C(M anual) − 20 is a better result than
M C(RLP R) << M C(M anual) obtained in the previous
experiment. In this perspective, this result is good (20 points
can be considered as a reasonable difference on 19x19).
However, the two results M C(RLP R) = M C(M anual) −
20 and RLP R = M anual + 50 underlines that learning still
corresponds to determinisation.
Our conclusion on experiment 1 is that, at the low level,
the RLP R programs have a tendency to determinisation that
hides true learning. Replacing one program by a population
lowers the determinisation problem without removing it
completely. Therefore, in the following experiment, we leave
the low level to perform games at the MC level, even if this
costs computing time.
B. Experiment 2: relative difference at MC level
In this experiment, a M C(RLP R) player plays against
itself again. There is no population. We need a mechanism
that prevents determinisation of experiment 1a. Therefore,
the update rule of experiment 2 is different from the update
rule of experiment 1a. Instead of updating pattern urgencies
one by one, our idea is to consider pairs of patterns, and a
relative differences between variables associated to the pairs
of patterns. Thus, the player uses a relative difference formula
to learn. a and b being two patterns with two MC evaluations,
Va and Vb , and two urgencies, ua and ub , on average we aim
at:
exp(C(Va − Vb )) = ua /ub
This is the basic formula underlying this experiment. It
establishes a correlation between a difference of evaluations

on average, and a ratio between the two urgencies that we
seek. This way, the over-determinisation of pattern urgencies
should not occur. For pattern i, we define Qi :
Qi = log(ui )
Thus, for two patterns a and b, we look for:
Qa − Qb = C(Va − Vb )
C is assumed to be constant. On a given position with a
and b matching, the observed relative difference is actually:
delta = Qa − Qb − C(Va − Vb )
The updating rules are:
Qa = Qa − αdelta
Qb = Qb + αdelta
When comparing two patterns, a et b, these rules update
the ratio ua /ub according to delta avoiding exagerated
determinisation. We performed learning on 9x9. We have
used a small number of random games to compute Va and
Vb : 20 random games only. C = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 were rather
good values. If Ni is the number of times that √pattern i
matches, we set α proportional to the inverse of N i . We
have tested our 9x9 learner on 9x9 and 19x19 boards.
• on 9x9:
– M C(RLP R) = M C(M anual) + 3
• on 19x19:
– M C(RLP R) = M C(M anual) − 30
An investigation on aspects in which M C(RLP R) plays
different, better or worse than M C(M anual) player can be
performed along the way of playing or along the achieved
result. Concerning the achieved result, and assessing on
19x19 boards a M C(RLP R) player that learnt on 9x9
boards, the achieved result (-30) is similar to the result of
experiment 1b (-20). In other terms, the results obtained
on 19x19 are promising. On 19x19, the results could have
been better if we performed learning on 19x19 as well,
but we did not have enough time to do it. Additionally,
M C(RLP R) = M C(M anual) + 3 shows that the method
works better on 9x9 at the MC level than the manual method
(this result was what we aimed at). The determinisation
problem seems to be solved partially. The way we used
relative difference looks like advantage updating [45]. We
may hardly investigate on the way of playing, and on the
style of M C(RLP R) against M C(M anual), because both
programs share the same design, and their playing style
is almost identical. However, we may give some remarks
concerning the inside of the urgency tables. Because the
patterns used by M anual were created by a human expert,
the patterns always correspond to go concepts such as cut and
connect. Thus, the urgency table of M anual contains nonzero-and-very-high values very sparsely, and the intersection
urgency computing process is optimized to this respect. A
drawback of RLP R players, is that the urgency table is
almost completely filled with non-zero values with a smooth
continuum of values. The intersection urgency computing
process during random games cannot be optimized in this
respect, which slows down RLP R players. Thus, to be
efficiently used, the tables of RLP R players should be
adequately post-processed after learning.

VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper has presented the Monte-Carlo Go architecture
using domain-dependent knowledge, and has described RL
experiments to enhance 3x3 pattern urgencies used during
simulations. In experiment 1a, we identified the determinisation obstacle that negated a good learning. Experiment
1b, a copy of experiment 1a at the low level and replacing
one RL learner by a population of RL learners, avoided
determinisation. Experiment 2 using relative difference and
using Q values instead of raw urgencies, explicitly managed
the determinisation. Consequently, experiment 2 worked well
at the MC level with one learner only, instead of a population
of learners. Quantitatively, the results obtained by experiment
1b and 2 are very promising: after learning on 9x9, the
automatic method is 3 points better than the manual method.
On 19x19, the automatic method is (only) 20 points below
the manual method. But in experiment 2, learning was
performed on 9x9 and tested on 19x19. Thus, the perspective
is to perform learning of experiment 2 on 19x19 and test
on 19x19. Nevertheless, the results of the automatic method
must be reinforced to be certain that the automatic method
is really better than the manual one for 3x3 patterns. With
such certainty, we may replace 3x3 patterns by larger patterns
that a Go expert would have too difficulties to qualify with
adequate urgencies, whereas the automatic method would
easily tackle them.
Discussing ideas linked to EC might be enlightening.
Experiments has been carried out on Go with EC [46]. The
size of the board, although small in these experiments played
a key role: a preliminary learning on a small board speeds up
the following learning performed on a larger board. In our
work, learning urgencies of 3x3 patterns on 9x9 boards yields
a playing level well-tuned for 9x9 boards, but less adapted
to 19x19 boards. To play well on 19x19 boards, learning on
19x19 boards is advisable. However, it is possible to play
or learn on 19x19 boards with a player that learnt on 9x9
boards.
Besides, in experiment 1b, we observed that the result
depended on the initial conditions, and the optimum reached
was only local. This experimental result confirmed the theoretical result known on partially observable MDP [47].
Within the current debate between RL and EC, RL alone
seems to be able to tackle our problem almost entirely
(experiment 2). But, instead of using one unique RL learner,
using a population of learners and a selection mechanism
without mutation or cross-over (experiment 1b) unwound
the situation (experiment 1a). In this view, experiment 1
demonstrates the success of the cooperation of principles
borrowed from both sides, RL and EC. The training method
can be viewed as a memetic algorithm in which randomness
replaces the role of genetic variation. Furthermore, this
conclusion enriches previous results concerning the RL-vsEC debate using Go as a testbed [48].
Lastly, if we have a closer look at the results on 19x19
boards, how to account for the slightly worse results obtained
by the automatic method compared to the manual method ?

The MC environment may be too exploratory, and the determinisation is actually too tempting and easy a solution for
RL learners whose goal is to learn by winning. Giving up the
MC environment for a while, performing classical Q-learning
experiments [42], [49] on -greedy programs might constitute
the first steps to the solution: the -greedy programs being
almost deterministic (see Figure 3), determinisation might be
minimized. Then, randomizing such programs, and testing
them within the MC environment would be the final steps.
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